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an all-out war on our hands.' When Honeywell
International Inc. (NYSE:HON) CEO Thomas Kennedy
speaks, Wall Street listens and analysts listen even

closer. Kennedy and his team were true to their word
last month, laying out a vision for a wireless payments
platform dubbed FastSpin that will disrupt the existing

payment infrastructure. What it does is take a
payments-centric view of the future of mobile

computing and a more elegant, dynamic currency.
Paying in a new way The wireless payments market is

fragmented and half of transactions in the United
States still happen in cash. “In the US, more than half
of payments are still made in cash,” said Kennedy at a
June 18 press conference. At a conference last week,
an MIT professor said that the worldwide revenue of
mobile payments in 2014 will surpass $1.4 trillion.

Clearly, wireless payments are on the rise, but mobile
phones are not. In fact, in the United States, revenue
from mobile phone payments fell to $1.15 trillion in

2014, compared to a projection of $1.3 trillion.
Kennedy’s solution is to move the expectation of how

to pay from a mobile handset to a point of sale
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location. FastSpin focuses on what it calls “subscriber
autonomy.” The more a customer uses his device, the

more valuable the currency becomes. “A consumer
can hold the value and, thereby, the value of the

currency in his or her own life – any consumer should
be able to use their currency to pay for anything,
anytime, anywhere they choose,” said Kennedy. A

currency that grows when you use it From the point of
sale, FastSpin provides an interface where consumers
can initiate any type of payments transaction. It can

be a credit card, debit card, loyalty program, pre-paid
account or even a new type of business payment.

When you pay with FastSpin, you are actually
forwarding the value of the currency to a bank or a
merchant. This is where FastSpin gets innovative.

Kennedy’s company includes currency and its
management as part
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